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THE EIGHTH ARMY INVADES EUROPE

By C. Buckley, Representing
The Combined British press

Overlooking the Straits

Friday, September 3

The Eighth Army invades Europe,

At four-thirty this morning, the fourth anniversary of the outbreak

of war, British and Canadian troops of the Eighth Army, following in-

tensive artillery barrage, crossed the Straits of Messina and landed

on the mainland of Europe along a stretch of coast.

A preceding barrage had been going on for days continuously

softening up the enemy defences across the Straits, It is estimated that

during the course of this preliminary bombardment the number of enemy guns

was reduced considerably. The intensive barrage during the hours of

darkness immediately preceding the landing was on a heavy scale.

The-assault was powerfully assisted by heavy and repeated bombing

attacks. During the course of Thursday several hundred planes were in

the air bombing enemy positions and communications, while for many nights

past our bombers have been constantly above- enemy troops preventing then

from'sleeping. During Thursday and Friday night planes concentrated

exclusively on the final pounding of the beaches to ensure the clearance

of enemy infantry or machine-gun posts.

Despite the intensive softening up process achieved by immense

allied air and artillery superiority the landing is not without difficult;'.
Hills rise about nine hundred feet above Reggio, completely dominating the

narrow coastal strip and beaches where our troops disembarked. Enemy guns

therefore, should easily be concealed in the hill positions.where, unseen

themselves, they command a remarkable field of fire. In terms of terrain

it is far more formidable than the Gallipoli landing.

But in the silence of a moonless night, which forms a sharp contrast

with most of Montgomery’s previous attacks, our craft moved across the

straits and disembarked troops.
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